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The Symbol of our nation is available in many sizes.
Not sure what works best on your flagpole?-Please call!

9” x 18”
12” x 24”
15” x 30”
18” x 36”
24” x 48”
27” x 54”
36” x 72”
45” x 90”
54” x108”
60” x120”
72” x144”

DuraKnit® All-Sewn Nylon

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

* Giant Canada Flags
Texcel Bunting
a
90” x 180”
a
108” x 216”
a
120” x 240”
a
144” x 288”
a
180” x 360”
a
240” x 480”
* Finished with D-rings and banner clips

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

DuraKnit®
Long lasting knit polyester designed for outdoor
use. Knit construction allows our UV resistant
dyes to fully penetrate fabric and eliminates
fraying. Image is screen printed directly onto fabric.
All-Sewn Nylon
100% heavyweight nylon bunting. Red bars
and maple leaf are sewn on. Rich vibrant
appearance and superior fade resistance.
* All regular sized flags are finished with grommet header.
27” x 54” & 36” x 72” available with rope and toggle.

Texcel Bunting (All-Sewn Woven polyester)
100% woven polyester. Superior strength,
durability and dye retention. Red bars and
maple leaf are sewn on.

The Flags Unlimited True North Flag® is
our most luxurious flag available!

Our True North Flag® is handcrafted by Canadians and
packaged in a rustic gift box complete with a pair of
grommet clips. This flag makes an ideal housewarming
or cottage gift. It is perfect to fly for special
Canadian occasions like Flag Day (February 15)
and Canada Day (July 1).
Your True North Flag® offers the following
outstanding features:
• Sizes available 27”x54” and 36”x72”
• Premium knit fabric with a superior, soft feel
• Enhanced ultra violet resistant dyes to ensure
brighter, long lasting colour
• Sturdy, durable, brass grommets
• Not suitable for high wind conditions •

• DuraKnit® & True North Flag® is a Registered Trademark of Flags Unlimited Corporation in Canada & USA
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Desk Flags

Paper Stick Flag............................................... 4” x 6”
Tyvek Stick Flag................................................ 3” x 6”
Fabric Desk Flags
Gold spear top.................................................4”
Black spear top................................................ 4”
Cut edges, sleeved on a ball top stick ........5”
Surged edges, sleeved on a ball top stick... 6”

x
x
x
x

6”
6”
10”
10”

Car Flags
Show your patriotism on the road! These little car
antenna flags (shown on right) attach with velcro to most car
aerials. Sized 5”x10”. If you are looking for something a
little larger check out our car window flag. (shown on top right)
Sized 10”x15”.

Whatever you choose, both our antenna and car window flags are a
perfect way to decorate your car and to celebrate Canada Day!

9"
12"
15"
18"
24"
27"

x
x
x
x
x
x

18"
24"
30"
36"
48"
54"

=
=
=
=
=
=

23cm x
31cm x
38cm x
45cm x
61cm x
69cm x

46cm
61cm
76cm
90cm
122cm
138cm

36"
36"
45"
54"
60"
72"

x 60"
x 72"
x 90"
x108"
x120"
x144"

=
=
=
=
=
=

90cm
90cm
114cm
138cm
155cm
180cm

x
x
x
x
x
x

155cm
180cm
229cm
276cm
305cm
366cm

A symbol of
Canadian Identity
The official inaugural ceremony for the new Canadian flag was held on Parliament
Hill in Ottawa on February 15, 1965. Governor General Georges Vanier, Prime
Minister Lester B. Pearson, the members of the Cabinet and thousands of
Canadians were in attendance.
On the stroke of noon, the Canadian Red Ensign,
bearing the Union Jack and the shield of the royal
arms of Canada, was lowered and our new maple
leaf flag was raised.
The crowd sang out with pride, O Canada our
National Anthem, followed by God Save the Queen.
Then came the memorable words spoken by the
Honourable Maurice Bourget, which added further
meaning to our Canadian Flag. “The Flag is the symbol
of the Nation’s unity, for it, beyond any doubt, represents
the citizens of Canada without distinction of race, language,
belief or opinion.”
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• All flags finished with grommet header. 27” x 54” & 36” x 72” available with rope and toggle.
Size
9” X 18”
12” X 24”
18” X 36”
27” X 54”
36” X 72”
45” X 90”
54” X108”
72” X144”
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BC

a
a
a
a
a
a

AB

a
a
a
a
a
a

SK

a
a
a
a
a
a

MB

ON

QC

NB

NS

NS

PE

NF

YK

NWT

NT

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

36” x 72” with grommet header. Please see price list for other sizes available or call for custom size.

Popular Flags

Organizational Flags

Religious Flags
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“O Say Can You See?”

How beautiful a country’s flag can
be, flying high and representing so
much. It is not known exactly who
designed the first U.S. Flag, however,
it is believed that Congressman
Francis Hopkinson imagined it & a
seamstress from Philadelphia, Betsy
Ross brought it to life. Although it has
evolved over the years we all recognize
those Stars & Stripes as a symbol of
the revolutionary idea that everyone is
created equal. The U.S. flag is a symbol
of devotion, courage and most of all
freedom!
We offer a large variety of U.S. Flags to suit
any occasion.
Product
Size
DuraKnit® polyester with a grommet header

U.S....................................................
U.S........................................................
U.S...........................................................
U.S...............................................................
U.S..................................................................
U.S......................................................................
U.S.........................................................................

9” x 18”
12” x 24”
18” x 36”
27” x 54”
36” x 72”
45” x 90”
54” x108”

27” x 54” & 36” x 72” available with rope and toggle.
Heavyweight nylon sewn

U.S. sewn/embroidered stars......................................
U.S. sewn/embroidered stars.........................................
U.S. paper stick...................................................................
U.S. fabric stick flags.............................................................
U.S. fabric stick flags...............................................................

12” x 18”
36” x 60”
4” x 6”
4” x 6”
6” x 10”

State flags available upon request .............. 36”x 60”
48”x 72”

Check out our U.S. banners in our Automotive
section or if you don’t see what you need, inquire with
one of our sales representatives. We also offer all sorts of
hardware and flagpoles. See Flagpoles in the back of
this catalogue pages 29-32.
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* Call for
custom
quotes

DuraKnit® polyester with a grommet header

Size
Product
UK....................................................... 9” x 18”
UK....................................................... 12” x 24”
UK....................................................... 18” x 36”
UK....................................................... 27” x 54”
UK....................................................... 36” x 72”
UK....................................................... 45” x 90”
UK....................................................... 54” x 108”

The Union flag, also called the Union Jack, is
a combination of the crosses of the patron
saints of England (St. George’s cross, red
cross on white field), Scotland (St. Andrew’s
cross, white saltire on blue field) and Ireland
(St. Patrick’s cross, red saltire on white field).

• 27” x 54” & 36” x 72” available with
rope and toggle.

UK paper stick.................................. 4” x 6”
UK fabric stick flag........................... 4” x 6”
UK fabric stick flag........................... 6” x 10”
St. Andrew’s Cross........................... 36” x 72”
St. George’s Cross........................... 36” x 72”
St. Patrick’s Cross............................. 36” x 72”
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36” x 72”

with grommet header

Other sizes are available upon request. Please call for a custom quote.
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36” x 72”

with grommet header

10

36” x 72”

with grommet header

Other sizes are available upon request. Please call for a custom quote.
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36” x 72”

with grommet header

12

36” x 72”

with grommet header

Other sizes are available upon
request. Please call for a custom quote.
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Canada’s Largest selection!
Miniature flags add official decorum to any
office space. Perfect for conventions, special
events, parties, give-aways, and more!
(Inquire about custom miniature flags)

A.

A. Desk Flags

Canadian & Provincial 4” x 6” and 6” x 10” mounted on
black plastic stick.

Provincial Display Set

14-flag set that includes 10 provinces, 3 territories and a
Canadian flag with a 14 hole, 2 tier wooden base.
In sizes 4” x 6” and 6” x 10”

B.

Flags of the World

Flags from more than 180 countries in stock.
In size 4” x 6”

U.S. & UK also available in 6” x 10”. (see pages 7 & 8)
B. Desk Flag Bases

Black Plastic Base, 2.5” dia. (flags not included)
4” x 6” One Hole
Four Hole
Two Hole
Five Hole
Three Hole
Six Hole

C.

6” x 10”One Hole
Three Hole
14-Hole wood base for 4” x 6” and 6” x 10”

C. Handwaving Flags
Are the perfect give-away for Canada Day, conventions,
classrooms, picnics and more!
Canada Paper
US & UK Paper
Canada Tyvek
(Tyvek is a tear proof, paper

4” X 6”
4” X 6”
3” X 6”
like fabric)

Custom paper & tyvek, available upon request.
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36” x 60”

with grommet header
* Personalize your flags by adding your name, cottage name, etc.

Also available in 24” x 30”

* Call for a custom quote.
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Please inquire for custom requests.

36” x 60” with grommet header

Action Flags & Banners
Provide a flash of colour and motion
at a great price. Available in a variety
of colours. Banners can be finished for
our Windtracker® or Roto-Arm® Systems,
or to customer specifications.

Sizes:
• 3.5’ x 7’
• 3.5’ x 10’
• 4.5’ x 14’

Size
• 4.5’ x 14’

Sizes:
• 4.5’ x 14’

Colours Include: Lemon Yellow, Irish
Green, Royal Blue, White & Red.

• 36” x 60” with grommet header.
Other sizes available on request

• 3.5’ x 7’ and 4.5’ x 14’
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Polyplastic multi-coloured Pennant String
Economical and effective!

Durable, polyethylene plastic pennant strings. Five alternating
colours. Colour assortment could include: Red, Green, Orange, Blue,
Yellow, Pink, Black, White. Pennant size 9” x 12”, overall length 60’.
Pennant size 12” x 18” in 60’ or 100’ lengths. Also available - Red,
White & Blue string, overall length 50’ and Red & White string, overall length 50’.

Plasticloth Pennant String
Add brilliant, exciting colours to your place of business or special event!

Pennants are sewn on strings consisting of five colours. Colour assortment could include: Red,
Green, Orange, Blue, Yellow, Pink, Black, White. Plasticloth is a stronger and longer lasting
poly product. Pennant size 9” x 12”, overall length 60’.

International Pennant String
Eye-catching and cost effective!

Brightly coloured international pennants made of polyethylene. Pennant
size 9” x 12”, 16 pennants of various countries per string, overall length 30’.

Checkered Pennant String
Ready, Set,GO!

Get your racing pennant string today. These bold black and white checkered
rectangles are made of DuraKnit® polyester. Pennant size 7” x 12”, overall
length 50’.

Maple Leaf Pennant String
Oh, Canada...!

Maple leaf pennants are great for any occasion. 24 polyplastic pennants
per string, overall length 50’.

Welcome Aboard Pennant String
Anchors Away...!

Welcome aboard pennant strings are great for all your boating events. The
code signals on this pennant string spell out the words “welcome aboard”.
Fabric pennant size 9” x 12”, 14 pennants per string, overall length 30’.

A great way to decorate your boat! Size 10” x 15”

Also available in 18” x 77”
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International Code Signals

Marinas, yacht clubs, and
squadrons that like being identified
in a unique way should also take
advantage of our expertise in
custom flag manufacturing.
Code Signal
• Set, flag size 12” x18”
• Individual Flags 12” x18”
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Dress up your indoor poles or presentation sets with
any one of our beautiful ornaments. Flags Unlimited
stocks a large variety for you to choose from.
A. Maple Leaf Top
Comes in either a Brass or Chrome finish.
for 1” pole
B. Fancy Spear Top
Comes in either a Brass or Chrome finish.
for 1” pole
C. Latin Cross
Solid Brass.
for 1” pole
D. Crown
Solid Brass.
for 1” pole
E. Eagle
Brass
for 1” pole
F. Spun Aluminum Spear Top
Spun aluminum Gold or Silver finish.
for 1” pole
G. Gold Acorn
Available for 3/4” diameter or a 1” diameter pole.

B.

A.

C.

D.

E.

Presentation Flag Accessories
H. Cord & Tassel - 6’ Gold cord with tassel at each end.
F.

I. C-Clips -Secures sleeved or roped flag to
presentation flagpole. (see below)
J. Fringe -Standard gold fringe.

G.

H.

J.
I.
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A.

B.

F.

C.

G.

D.

E.

H.

A. Confederation - Fits 1.25” dia. poles. Brass or
silver plate finish covers a heavy steel base.
B. Premier - Same as Confederation but fits 1” dia.
poles.
C. Ambassador - An economical stand fits 1” dia.
poles. Cast iron finished in gold or silver.
D. Multi-Purpose Stands - Available in single, double
or triple star and all hold 1” aluminum style poles.
Beautiful chrome finish.
E. Collapsible Base - Chrome finish base folds flat
for easy shipping & transport. Holds a 1” diameter
pole. (gold finish also available)
F. Two-piece Oak Pole - With Brass coupler (Finial
sold separately.) Available in: 1.25” dia. as 7.5’ or
8’ lengths and 1” dia. as 8’ lengths
G. Aluminum Flagpole - 1” dia. x 8’ - Two-piece
anodized finish. Swedged fit with push button
joint lock (Acorn tops sold separately). Available
in Gold/ Silver/ Brown.
H. Aluminum Econo Poles - Includes eyebolts for
attaching flag and gold acorn top. Available in
1” dia. as 6’ or 8’ lengths.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

K.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

L.

M.
N.

O.
A. Classroom Bracket and Staff - Bracket Fits 1/2” dia. (staffs are 30”, 36” or 48”in length)
B. White Stretch Parade Gloves - White Nylon - One Size
C. White Gauntlets - White Nylon/Vinyl - Medium, Large & Extra-large
D. White Leather Sling/ Web sling with leather pouch
E. Acorn Top - Fits 3/4” or 1” poles
F. Gold Vinyl Ball top - Fits 1” or 2” poles
G. Grey Vinyl Ball top - Fits 1.5” pole
H. Red Vinyl Ball top - Fits 1.5” pole
I. Stand-off Bracket- To be used with street banner arm
J. Pulley
K. Grommet Clips
L. C-Clips - Secures flag to Presentation flagpole
M. Cleat - Zinc plated, suitable for flagpoles up to 24’ high - 4.5”
N. Cable Ties - Comes in 7” white, 15” black & 30” black
O. Unfurler - Eliminates flag wrap around and is
designed for 1” & 1.5” flagpoles
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B.

A.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Angle Outrigger - for 1.5” pole
Vertical Bracket - for 1.5” pole
Adjustable Bracket - for 1.5” pole
Rock & Dock Base - for 1.5”/ 23/8” pole
Roof Base - for 1.5” pole
Cast Aluminum - 1” Bracket
Star Bracket - 1” or 3/4” bracket
Adjustable White Bracket- 1” bracket
Ground Spike - for 1” pole
Tire Base - for 1.5” pole

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

I.

H.

J.

Something for Everyone.

Flags Unlimited carries an incredible variety of brackets and
bases to enable you to fly your flags just about anywhere!
For home, cottage or commercial use.
If the hardware products in our catalogue don’t suit your
needs, please speak to a representative. We can help!
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Command the attention you deserve! Our
unique automotive designs are bold, colourful and sure to attract attention. Offered in
both vertical banners and flags they are a cost
effective form of advertising. Custom designs
are also available. Banners and flags shown are
screen printed on our durable polyester fabrics.
Banners are available in 42” x 74” and flags in
36” x 60”. (see page 16 for more eyecatchers)

Quality Used Cars

Welcome International

Used Car Banner

Pre-Owned Banner

Sale Banner

We Finance Banner

Bienvenue International

Street Welcome

USA Banner

Canada Banner

Vente

See our specialty hardware, the Windtracker® (pg.24) and the
Roto-Arm® systems (pg.26), both ensure 24-hour a day visibility of
your banners and extend their life, as they reduce wind stress.
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Sale Flag

Pre-Owned Vehicles

Bienvenue

Vente

The Windtracker®

Maximize your advertising budget with the
Windtracker® Vertical banner System.
Vertical banners are flown from light
standards to enhance a parking lot
or other areas...shopping malls, car
dealerships and theme parks are among the
many locations for the lightweight, durable
Windtracker®.

Features:
•
•
•
•

Keeps your banner on display 24hrs a day
Eliminates banner wrap-around
Reduces wind stress on pole
Patented design allows banner to rotate 360˚
around pole
• Horizontal arm increases banner life
Fits all types of poles, round, octagonal, tapered
& non-tapered, up to 8" diameter at point of
attachment.
• Available in 80”, 10’ and 14’
The fluttering, waving motion created by the
Windtracker® attracts the eye of potential
customers and adds the “finishing touch” to any
location or special event.
The Windtracker® accommodates a Raising and Lowering
device, that allows you to easily change your own banners!
Great for special events and promotions.

• Windtracker® is a Registered Trademark of Flags Unlimited Corporation in Canada & USA
• Windtracker / Universal Banner Display Apparatus - is a patented product #2047503 of Flags Unlimited Corporation
®
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Street Welcome

Welcome Iris

Iris Banner

Spring Tulips

Canada

Sunflower

Candy Cane

Snowman

Christmas Tree

Snowflake

Snowmen

Our Street Banners are in stock, waiting to be finished
to your specifications:

Sunflower

Summer

Fall Leaves

C.A.R.E.

• 28"x60" in size. (may be adapted to smaller/larger size.)
• Dyes containing UV protectant with full dye
penetration so your designs will look great from
front to back
• Made of our incredible DuraKnit III one of the most
durable - yet economical banner fabrics available
• A great way to decorate and define a streetscape,
without being tough on the budget!
Need Hardware?...
Also in stock at Flags Unlimited are Street Banner
Brackets and Arms, ready to go on your street
posts or light standards. Purchase them for
year round decoration or rent for seasonal or
special events. Adding decorum to a town
square is easy with our commercial flagpoles
in both aluminum and fiberglass!
(see pages 29-32)

Canada Banners seen on left are available
in 28” x 60” & 24” x 48”.
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w/optional unfurler
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One of our most popular poles!

Maintenance free brushed aluminum
finish 23/8” diameter. Includes; gold top,
rope, pulley, eyebolt, cleat & ground
sleeve. 3 sections finish
at 24’.

Nautical Yardarm Adapter Kit

The yardarm adapter kit is
available for the 24’ aluminum
pole. It’s a great way to fly more
than one flag at a time.

Rock & Dock Base

The Rock & Dock base can
be fastened to wood, rock or
concrete with anchor bolts (not
included). Adapts to 8’, 10’, 12’,
18’, & 24’ pole.

6’ x 1” - 2 piece wood pole
with 1” adjustable bracket.
Flagpole Kits, wall mount with 45o bracket
Aluminum Pole 4’ x 3/4”- 18”x 36” Canada
Flag, star bracket & ball top.

One piece 11/2”
diameter with eyebolt,
“S” hook, tie wrap and
grey vinyl ball top.

Aluminum Pole: 6’ x 1” - 1” cast aluminum
bracket & acorn top. Available with or without
27” x 54” Canada Flag
Aluminum Pole 8’ x 1” - 1” cast aluminum
bracket & acorn top. Available with or without
36” x 72” Canada Flag
White Steel Pole: 6’ x 3/4” - 3 pc, 3/4” bracket,
rope, ball top - with or without 27”x 54”
Canada Flag. (see photo on left)
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Ground Set
Installed directly
into the ground is
available as 18’
white steel & 24’
aluminum pole.
Tire Stand
This Roto-Arm® kit
includes: aluminum
pole, roto-arm, rototop and hardware.
Available sizes: 8’,
10’, 12’ or 18’.

Roto-Arm® Systems

This unique system consists of a
rotational top and arm to keep
your flag fully visible at all times. The
Roto-Arm® System reduces wind
stress which can lead to longer life
for your flags.

Wall Mount
Screws to back of
parapet or face of
wall. (screws not included)
Roof Base
Weighted down
with patio slabs, or
other ballast. (not
included) Eliminates
drilling into roof
surface.

• Roto-Arm® is a Registered Trademark of Flags Unlimited Corporation in Canada & USA
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Beautiful, Maintenance-Free Finish

Fiberglass flagpoles have a brilliant white, precast gel-coat finish
that stays white. It won’t rot, discolour, pit, corrode or rust,
eliminating the need for scrubbing, filling and painting.
The elegant tapered shape is reminiscent of a classical
column.

Strong and Flexible

Fiberglass flagpoles are flexible, bending with the wind
without becoming creased or dented. But strong doesn’t
mean heavy. Because these special flagpoles are
so lightweight and are equipped with a heavy-duty
hinged base, it’s easy to raise or lower even a 40-foot
pole.

Sized Just Right

Fiberglass flagpoles are available in the following
heights: 20’, 26’, 29’, 33’,& 39’. (Please see our
price list for more information.) Larger poles are
available as a special order.

Non-Conductive

Fiberglass poles are non-conductive making them
safe from lightening.
Flag Facts: The proper size of flag flown outside
depends on the length and diameter of the pole.
The following can be used as a general guide for the
most popular-size fiberglass poles.
Flag
27” x
36” x
45” x
54” x
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54”
72”
90”
108”

Pole
up to 12’
18’ to 24’
24’ to 30’
33’ to 35’

As a standard, the Fiberglass
pole has a heavy duty hinged
ground attachment with anchor
rods to be installed into new
or existing concrete, as well as
rock. The easy-to-use levelling
system, along with the unique
hinged base, makes installation
uncomplicated and fast.

The
winch
system is
made so you can
raise or lower the flag
with a handle, this is ideal
to protect against vandalism.
The traditional external halyard system
(seen on right) where the halyard is tied to
a cleat. Internal halyard also available.
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Light weight and Maintenance Free
Flags Unlimited offers a complete line of aluminum commercial
flagpoles. Our poles are manufactured from 6063-T6
alloy seamless tubing. Aluminum is well recognized for
being light weight and maintenance free - the perfect
combination for your flagpoles. Our flagpoles are
cone-tapered. This not only creates stability, but a
pleasing aesthetic quality as well.

Brushed Satin Finish
As a standard, our flagpoles are finished with
a brushed satin finish. Clear, powder coating
or anodized finishes are available for an extra
charge.

Fit for Everyone
Standard fittings on all Flags Unlimited poles
include a stationary cast aluminum or revolving
truck, beaded retainer ring, counterweight,
nylon snaps, gold anodized aluminum finial
ball and heavy gauge spun aluminum flash
collar. Additionally, we include a fixed base
which further adds to the ground stability of
the pole. The base (shown in figure C.) is cast
aluminum and is fastened around the pole
and mounted onto the anchor with galvanized
steel anchor bolts. (Tilt base also available)
Our flagpoles include an internal halyard
system (raising and lowering mechanism are
housed inside the flagpole)with a cam cleat.
This not only reduces noise, but keeps your flag
secure from theft or vandalism. The cam cleat
system offers ease of use and superior wear.
All this is accessed by a locking cast aluminum
door assembly.

Gold Anodized Aluminum Finial Ball
The gold anodized finial ball and
heavy gauge spun aluminum flash
collar. •see figure D. page 32

•replacement parts available
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A.

B.

A. Locking cast aluminum door - A great
security feature to avoid theft

B. Cam Cleat - Locks halyard into place. It is

accessed inside the locked cast aluminum door

C. Shoe Base - Available as fixed or tilt. The tilt
feature makes for easy access or repair.

C.

D.

D. Flash Collar - Easily slides over the base of
the flagpole for a quality finished look

E. Anchor Cage - Specially designed for maximum
strength. It’s installed into wet concrete with a
wood plate for levelling perfection. Once the
concrete has cured, the bolts are unscrewed
and the wood is removed leaving a sleek looking
foundation to mount your poles.

E.

We manufacture our own aluminum flagpoles!
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A. Do not fly any other flag higher than the
National Flag.
B. No flag, banner or pennant should be flown or
displayed above the Canadian Flag when on
the same flag pole.
C. When three flags are flown together, the
Canadian Flag should occupy the central position,
with the next ranking flag to the left and third
ranking flag to the right, as seen by spectators
in front of the flags.
D. When two flags or more than three Nations
Flag’s are flown, use separate staffs of the same
height with Canada on the left, as seen by
spectators in front of the flags.
E. In procession carry the National Flag on the
Marching right.
F. When several other flags are carried abreast,
carry the National Flag in front and centre of
the line.
G. When the National Flag is displayed on a speaker’s
platform on a staff it should be on the speaker’s
right hand side as he/she faces the audience.
H. When placed on a wall make sure that the
National Flag is hung flat (see fig. H.)
I. When crossed with another flag the National
Flag will appear on the readers left with the staff
over the other flag.
J. When displayed with the flag of another nation,
a provincial/territorial, a company flag or club
pennants on a flagpole fitted with a yardarm
the National Flag is positioned at the spectators
left.
K. Flags are flown at half-mast as a sign of mourning.
The flag must first be raised to the top of the
mast and then slowly lowered at least the flags
width from the masthead. On occasions requiring
a flag to be flown at half-mast all surrounding
flags must also be flown at half-mast. A flag
should be flown half mast on a remembrance
anniversary or death of:

L.

• A member of the Royal Family related in the 1st degree
• The Governor General, Prime Minister (or former thereof)
• Lieutenant Governor, Premier
• House of Commons, Senator, a Canadian Privy
Councillor or a Mayor
• On the death of a person whom is desired to honour
• On Remembrance Day, November 11, the flag is
flown at half-mast from 11:00am - 12:00 noon

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

When displaying a flag vertically, the flag
should be placed so that the upper part of the
leaf is to the left and the stem is to the right as
seen by spectators.

To destroy a flag in a dignified way, after it has
become tattered and is no longer suitable to be
used, it should be disposed of non-ceremoniously.
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B.

A.

